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UNIVERSAL COMPENSATION PLAN

Innutra was founded to change the world one life at a time by improving quality of life for individuals who are seeking
better health and financial freedom. In order to accomplish this, Innutra needs motivated individuals who want to positively influence others to make a change… Innutra “INNfluencers.” With this goal in mind, there can be no barriers for
INNfluencers to partner with Innutra. That’s why Innutra has redefined the network marketing industry by offering an opportunity to earn an extraordinary income with NO sign up fees, NO annual membership fees, and NO bundle purchase
requirements. Additionally, Innutra wants to be fair with its INNfluencer network and has no balancing, no requirements,
no qualifications… no tricks. Just a straightforward uni-level comp plan that is not ‘comp’licated. Our generous compensation plan allocates 48% of all sales in an infinity wide, 9 level deep, comp plan that pays on EVERY sale. No power
legs, no qualifiers… we pay weekly on every sale every time.
Points add up!
One of the most confusing parts of many comp plans in the industry is the point system. In other companies you may
see “PV” (Personal Volume), and/or “GV” (Group Volume), and/or “CV” (Corporate Volume), and they have requirements, balancing and other tricks that can be deceiving and leads to disappointment. In Innutra, as you build your
network of INNfluencers, you will be credited with INNfluencer Points (“IP” $1 = 1 IP) for your purchases, and infinity
deep in your organization! Your IP balance can reward you advancements in the company, which will earn you bonuses,
INNcentive prizes like a Louis Vuitton bag, and INNcentive trips that can take you from a California winery estate to Bora
Bora!
Why don’t we have “Preferred Customers?” Because we want anyone who chooses Innutra to have an opportunity to
positively influence others and make some extra money for doing so. So if you’re not comfortable in sharing the opportunity with others now, if you’re on autoship (automatic monthly order processing) you will have the opportunity to refer
others through your dedicated link and receive commission, points and all the opportunities as an INNfluencer! So in
other words, our “preferred customers” are INNfluencers as well!
It’s Good To Be IN!
Getting IN as an Innutra INNfluencer is simple… sign up for autoship on any Innutra product and you’re IN! For the best
value, be sure to explore our kits, which will maximize your savings! Where else can you find an opportunity to make
an extra income or your fortune for under $30 per month?... nowhere! That’s because our true mission is to change the
world!
COMMISSION PLAN FOR ALL SALES

INNCENTIVE POINT VALUES

PERCENT OF SALES

LEVEL 1
LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3
LEVEL 4
LEVEL 5
LEVEL 6
LEVEL 7

20%
10%
6%
5%
3%
1%
1%

LEVEL 1

100%

LEVEL 2

90%

LEVEL 8
LEVEL 9

1%
1%

LEVEL 3
LEVEL 4
LEVEL 5
LEVEL 6
LEVEL 7
LEVEL 8
LEVEL 9 - INFINITY

80%
70%
60%
10%
10%
10%
10%

Quick Start Bonus
$100 for every 700IP up to 2,100IP within 1st 30 days
Minimum of 300IP must come from Level 1 or personal purchases.
Launch Kit Bonus
Launch your way to a NU U and instantly qualify for the $100 Fast Bonus (the net price is just $499)! This INNcredible
value has a saving of over $400 + $100 Fast Start Bonus! Launch kit is ideal for the whole family! With the Innutra Launch
Kit, you receive 4 units of each of Innutra’s Innovative Nutritional products including the delicious Sculpt Protein, the
nutrient packed whole food drink powder Nourish, the fat metabolizing capsules Burn, mental focus and energy capsules
Fuel, and the detoxifying and cleansing capsules Purify.

Inncentive points

Rank

Bonus

Frequency

25

INNfluencer (Auto ship)

1,000

Rising Star

Certificate + Pin*

One time

2,000

Silver INNfluencer

$50 monthly bonus**

Every time

Fitbit*

One time

GoPro Hero7 Silver*

One time

$200 Amazon Gift Card*

One time

Monthly Bonus jump $300**

Every time

CA Retreat (Southcoast Winery)**

One time

Monthly Bonus jump $500 or $800 luxury car
bonus**

Every time***

iPad or Surface Pro*

One time

Lifestyle getaway**

Yearly (up to
2x’s yearly)

Monthly Bonus jump $1,000**

Every time

Louis Vuitton Duffle + customized tag*

One time

3,000
5,000

Silver Director

7,500
10,000

Silver Executive

12,500
20,000

Gold INNfluencer

30,000
40,000

Gold Director

50,000
70,000

Gold Executive

75,000
100,000

Carribean Cruise for two**
Diamond INNfluencer

Mexico Retreat all INNclusive for 2+ Airfare**

One time

Monthly Bonus jump $3,000**

Every time

Bora Bora + Airfare**

One time

5 Day Maui Getaway for 2 + Airfare**

Yearly

Audi R8 Lease**

Every time

400,000

Monthly Bonus jump $10,000**

Every time

450,000

Rolex*

One time

Marriott Marquee NYC trip for 2 + Airfare**

Yearly

600,000

Napa Valley Retreat**

One time

625,000

Monthly Bonus jump $15,000**

Every time

150,000
200,000

Diamond Director

250,000
300,000

500,000

Diamond Executive

Marquee INNfluencer

750,000

Marquee Director

South Africa Safari for 2 + 1st Class Airfare**

One time

1,000,000

Marquee Executive

Private Yacht in Greece + 1st Class Airfare**

One time

Monthly Bonus jump $30,000**

Every time

1,500,000
2,000,000

Chairman

Net Jets Membership**

Every time

2,500,000

Chairman Emeritus

$50,000 monthly bonus**

Every time

3,000,000

Founding Chairman

$100,000 monthly bonus + Park Dedication**

Every time &
One time

5,000,000

Board Member

Personalized Dream Vacation, 1,000,000 bonus**

One time

Innfluencer points are reset on the 1st of each month.
Commissions are paid every monday on balances over $100.
*Rewards INNfluencer as soon as IP value is achieved.
**Rewards INNfluencer once IP value is achieved in two (2) months within ninty (90) days.
***The $800 luxury car bonus will be credit IF an Innfluencer agrees to place Innutra branded decals on any of the following models
that are no more than 3 years old: Audi, BMW, Cadillac, Mercedes, Infinity, Lexus, Land Rover, Porsche, Bentley, Rolls Royce, Aston
Martin, Jaguar, Maserati, Lincoln, Tesla, Volvo, Acura, Alfa Romero, Lamborghini, Ferrari (other vehicles may qualify upon approval on
a case by case basis). Innfluencer must show proof of vehicle and decal placement by providing Innutra, LLC with photographs of the

3000IP INNstant Reward

5000 Silver Director INNstant Reward

Choose from 15+ exercise modes like run, bike, swim, yoga, circuit training and more, set a goal, and get real-time stats during
your workouts to see how you can keep getting better

Get stunning 4K video that’s as amazing rugged + Waterproof.
Hero7 Silver is tough, tiny, totally waterproof to 10 m without
a housing, also 10 MP Photos with WDR and with Burst mode.
Control your Hero 7 Silver hands free with voice commands.

FitBit Charge 3

Swim proof and water resistant to 50M

GOPRO 7 Silver

12,500 CA Retreat

70,000 Gold Executive Reward

Nestled in the heart of the beautiful Temecula Valley Wine
Country is the gorgeous South Coast Winery Resort and Spa.
On property is the Grape Seed Spa that offers massages, facials,
steam room, sauna, hot tubs and a pool where you’re free to
lounge after a world-class treatment.

An icon since the appearance in 1930, the Keepall embodies the
spirit of modern travel. Light, supple and always ready for immediate departure, the bag lives up to its name: those adept at the
art of packing can easily fit a week’s wardrobe into the generously sized (and cabin-friendly) Keepall 55. Shown here in classic
Monogram Canvas, with a strap for casual cross-body wear.

South Coast Winery Resort & Spa, Temecula, CA

Louis Vuitton Duffle + customized tag*

300,000 Diamond Executive

3,00,000 Founding Chairman Reward

Sharing just under 50% of the same parts as the R8 GT3 LMS race
car, the Audi R8 Coupe is bred through the lens of motorsport.
The 532-hp or 602-hp V10 plus engine epitomizes the mid-engine drivetrain concept,

A park deditcated to you in your name in your city!

Audi R8 Lease

Park Dedication

